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Abstract:
Sales of Computer Information Systems and Computer Assembled Accessories, is one very important part in a company, particularly those engaged in trade. Because in activities jualbeli transaction. Transparency and accuracy of the information is needed, especially in improve the quality of service to the customer. previous system of sales at PT. BILLY MOON, things are still done manually. So well many of the discovery of several problems. Besides, it also slows the quality service. Therefore, an improvement requires the computerized system. In order to facilitate all activities within the company. Like, data processing well, record keeping, preparation of reports and others. In this case, given that dperlukannya a system improvement. Then authors propose an Information System Design of Sales at PT. BILLY MOON. In order for information and service needs of the customer, can be improved. In designing this sales system, the author uses the Microsoft Visual FoxPro 9.0.